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A paradise for Jews only 
 
We welcome any government initiative to promote public transportation, but 
the government ministries should take cost-benefit aspects into account and 
also advance the weaker populations in a fair manner 
 
Toby Cohen and Hagit Naali-Joseph 
 
Anyone for whom the quality of the environment and the future of the planet 
are top priorities is probably pleased to read the recently published report to 
the effect that the city of Ashdod has won a special Transportation Ministry 
tender to finance a plan that will encourage city residents to switch to public 
transportation. The prize for the winner is almost unheard of in terms of public 
funding in Israel – NIS 220 million ($59 million), which within four years is 
supposed to turn Ashdod into a green city that will serve as a model for other 
Israeli cities. Undoubtedly this is an impressive and praiseworthy plan whose 
outcome is guaranteed. 
 
But behind the numbers and the promises by the finance and transport 
ministries to promote green and sustainable transportation, lies a more 
complex picture. The budget allocated to the program is exceptional in terms 
of public transportation in Israel, but it is available only to cities with a 
population of 70,000-250,000, and only to those who can meet the conditions 
of the tender, including excellent organizational ability, substantial manpower 
resources, expensive maintenance of infrastructure and more. 
 
This means that the tender and the accompanying budget are totally 
unavailable to weak local authorities, where there are serious transportation 
problems. In light of the fact that the budgets for developing transportation in 
the local authorities (municipalities) in general and in the weak ones in 
particular are limited, it turns out that unintentionally, the aforesaid initiative in 
effect increases social gaps between the municipalities. 
 
The issue is particularly grating when we examine the public transportation 
situation in the Arab local authorities, home to almost one fifth of Israeli 
citizens, the vast majority of them in the lowest percentiles. A study by the 
NGO Sikkuy reveals tremendous gaps between public transportation in the 
Jewish communities and the neighboring Arab communities. 
 
For example, the number of trips per person on public transportation in the 
Jewish communities is more than three times that in the Arab communities, 
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the number of public transportation destinations in the Jewish communities is 
up to 14 times greater, and the frequency of bus service in Jewish 
communities is also far higher. 
 
The overall budget for the development of public transportation in the Arab 
communities in 2012, as part of a five-year plan for the development of Arab 
local authorities, was only NIS 30 million, compared to the NIS 220 million 
now being allocated for public transportation in Ashdod alone. We can only 
imagine the progress that could be achieved in Arab communities all over the 
country with a similar budget, and the social and economic effect of a budget 
of that size. 
 
Public transportation is an important socioeconomic tool, which in addition to 
its environmental advantages makes employment, health care, education and 
other vital services accessible to weak populations. There are very few 
instances where such a significant budget has been found for developing 
public transportation, and it should have been allocated to strengthen the 
weak local authorities, which are so badly in need of it. 
 
We should welcome any government initiative to promote public 
transportation, but the government ministries should also take cost-benefit 
aspects into account and should assist weaker populations, where a 
significant improvement could be achieved with relatively low budgets. The 
Transport Ministry would do well to find similar budgets and to launch a 
parallel initiative for Arab local authorities, in the hope of repairing the 
profound discrimination in the public transportation infrastructure. 
 
The writers are urban planners and researchers at the NGO, Sikkuy, which 
promotes civic equality. 


